
1– Here, we talk about an architecture – and a new type of logic 
associated with it – engaged with an informational reality, multiple 
and multiplying, diverse, simultaneous and interactive, and as such, 
paradoxical: virtual and real, infrastructural and episodic, generic and 
contingent, recursive and differential... 
A complex reality whose most faithful record is its own compressive 
abstraction. 
Not a purifying abstraction, but rather a condensing abstraction. Capable 
of compressing basic information from the system and processing it, 
combinatorially and qualitatively, at the same time.

2– An architecture whose compressive ability lies, precisely, in its 
own capacity for synthesis. That of formulating possible dynamic and 
evolving developments in trajectories – or nuclear criteria – of 
synthesis: “maps” or “diagrams” of action.

3– An architecture that refers back to a new type of more open logic, 
association with an (undisciplined) order and an (informal) form 
whose most precise geometry is, precisely, that which is most 
irregular. 
An architecture made of multiple variations associated with flexible 
structures, with the ability to combine basic geometries (line, point and 
surface) in topological movements of folding, unfolding and refolding.

4– An architecture where composition or position are less able than 
disposition. 
Where the transfer from the classical idea of “composition” (as a 
static regulation) to the modern concept of position (as an objectual 
correlation) gives way to the idea of “disposition” (as a dynamic 
configuration).

A generic and contingent open trajectory; strategic decision, tactical 
instruction, but also specific combination. 
An operative system intended to process multiple and decidedly interactive 
information.

5– An architecture that is no longer solely productive (functional and 
material) nor reproductive (evocative and symbolic), but rather 
co-productive (decidedly interactive, for relational). 

6– An architecture in which disorder indicates another kind of order. 
Where order is not control (but rather relational ability).
An order that is not (stable) “law”, but (temporary) agency; connective relation 
and organizational contract. 
A dynamic (unbalanced) and informal (without form or codification) order; 
more flexible for more direct and relational.

7– An architecture that emerges as dynamic even when it is static.
It cannot continue to foster pure, indifferent objects against an absent 
background, but rather catalyzed energies. 
“Fields” – and “trajectories” – rather than figures – or “prisms”.

8– An architecture where a form aims to be many forms. 
Where form can be “case” and “class” at the same time. 
An architecture where the final definition appears as a snapshot in a more or 
less systematic and uninterrupted process. 
But also as the materialization of a new combinatory, atypological logic, with 
an open configuration, which can accept the overlapping and cohabitation of 
different genetic codes as a stimulating value: an “anti-composition” or a 
heterogeneous disposition, resulting from informational developments in 
interactive coparticipation.

9– An architecture that would rather create landscapes under the sky 
than volumes under the light. 
Landscapes not as a “background” for action (its residue), but as its main 
“topological” cause. 
Landscapes where use and absence, intervention and void can be combines. 
An architecture where the roof of a building can also be its main ground.

10– An architecture where voids unite instead of separating. Where voids 
are full.

 14 MANIFESTO: 
 FINAL DECALOGUE 

21 operative paradoxes
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An architecture that can highlight the strength of negative space as a 
structuring mechanism, with the potential to articulate possible tactical 
seriations – intermittencies – in the organization of space.

11– An architecture of discontinuous relations, where “farther away” 
could actually mean “closer”. Where relationships of proximity do not 
depend on (literal) distances, but rather on degrees of (virtual) 
connection. 
An architecture that pays special attention to the “infrastructural” sphere. 
Like a “network” – or “grid” – for relating, rather than for continuity. 

12– An architecture where “rigor” means “informality”. 
An architecture that is open to a more “informal” conception of the idea of 
structure, where the old rigidized elements are replaced by new 
“heterodox” ideas of support. 
Where isotropy makes way for heterogeneity. 
Gravitational is replaced by netting combinational. 
Totalizing makes way for differential.
Euclidean becomes fractal. 

13– An architecture of ambiguous spaces, where “above” could also 
be “below” and “inside” could also be “outside”. 
An architecture where the floors of a building are not merely meant to be 
strictly separated stacked trays (piled plates), but rather interconnected, 
overlapping and fluctuating spaces, that intersect freely (like a virtual 
Moebius strip) in keeping with the direct needs of the program.

14– An architecture where higher quality would often be more 
economic.
Not as a restrictive filtration, but as a compression/comprehension of 
information. 
An architecture that aims to be more cost-effective precisely because it 
has an influence on systematicity. 
A more direct architecture that promotes the investigation and production 
of processes that are more productive because they are more operative. 
Which prefers multiplicity and combinatoriality to precision and addition. 

15–An architecture designed to help often the real evolve in –and 
from– the virtual.

An architecture that aims to take maximum advantage of new tools, using 
them not only as “transmitters” but also as “agents” engaged in the 
design of form. 
An architecture that pushes that capacities of informational tools through 
the conception of simulations and avatars: animated processes. 
New territories open to a new genetics of form, in its most digital 
dimension. 
Even encouraging spaces with uses, but which have no associated 
physical space.

16– An architecture where occupation does not imply permanence: 
where construction does not always imply building.
An architecture that establishes a positive relationship with the milieu; 
which brings up new flexible – less proprietary – contracts with the 
environment. But that also pays special attention to a new type of 
ecology. A bold ecology, where being more natural also implies being 
more artificial.

17– An architecture intended to convert buildings into 
new“interfaces” between the individual and his environment.
Where façades are not meant to be neutral elevations, but rather sensitive 
membranes. Technical skins, which are eloquent and communicative, 
rather than walls full of holes. 
Skins that are colonized by functional elements, able to accommodate 
facilities and services; but also capable of housing mediating 
incorporations: stains, eruptions, graphics, manipulations; colorist motifs 
and fantasies, and the façade, like a “screen”, is the space of friction 
between the building and a context that changes over time.

18– A “spontaneous” and “strategic” architecture, “fresh and clever” 
at once. 
It rejects both the exquisite quality of a dandy and the purity of 
dogmatism, both resistant puritanism and erudite refuge. 
It prefers the direct frankness of shared communication, the stimulating 
and explicit character of advertising language, the expressive fantasy of 
cinema, or the “honesty” and narrative rhythm of contemporary media.

19– An architecture where the truly effective “yesterday” would be a 
“today” (pulled backward). 
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History as a linear trajectory of events and references makes way for a 
“landscape of data, offers and possibilities”, demystified and able to be 
instrumented, with changing angles, unexpected twirls, tactical 
appropriations and opportunistic interpretations. 
Deliberate expressions of a  desire that relies on innovation. 
An uninhibited and somewhat iconoclastic architecture. 
Which would show a certain fondness for its grandparents – for their 
pioneering idealism, but would be suspicious of its fathers – for their 
“protective” mission – and which would distance itself from its older 
brothers for their excessive “obedience”.

20– An architecture that does not attempt to reproduce the past with 
nostalgia. Nor does it aim to impose a new absolute, totalizing order. 
It does not hope to be a hut, or a machine, but rather an interactive 
environment. A reactivation.
In an exciting and strange reality, precisely for the acceptance of its 
fractured, weak, handicapped nature, it does not aim to be a replicated 
limb or an implanted hook, but rather a beautiful contemporary prosthesis 
– connected, functional and (re)active. 
A new synergetic graft – and “interface” between individual and world – 
which, without giving up its formal independence (its artificiality) can 
nonetheless be understood as a complicit “dispositif” – unique, specific, 
non-transferrable – in order to improve the functions of – and in – the 
host medium. Redefining it and reinforcing it at the same time.

21– An architecture, ultimately, that is new and catalytic for the forms, 
structures, spaces and solutions it proposes, but also for the 
attitudes, sensibilities and narratives it stimulates.
These are the terms we use to refer to this possible “reactivating” 
aim of the new architectural action: an action that is no longer 
“resistant” (skeptical, defensive or questioning), but rather 
re-codifying because it decodes (or un-codes). 
That is to say, it reformulates, on the one hand, inertias and pre-
established conditions, old accepted codes (un-coding); but it also 
translates phenomena – new conditions and coding – which are 
emergent and global (de-coding).
An action that, here too, is both relational and operative at the same time. 
That of an architecture that is still young in its development and its 
definitions, which are still incipient. 

In his book Delirious in New York1 Rem Koolhaas reminds us how his text 
was built around a paradox underlying the modern debate in the 1930s 
on both sides of the Atlantic; while in Europe, they were producing 
manifestos without realities, in America they were building realities 
without manifestos.
Today, it is time to generate realities like manifestos.
That is the question, in effect.

And this more open conception (for non-predetermined, for more 
spontaneous and plural; for more relational and evolving, but also for 
more playful and uninhibited) of an architectural action that can come to 
terms with the paradoxical complexity of our times, is what this book 
hopes to contribute to, by encouraging the definition of a new (real and 
virtual) scenario directed, ultimately, toward a new exploration of the 
understanding of our habitat, as a collective and individual space at the 
same time. 
Based on the generation of “environments for interacting (in) rather than 
machines for living (in).” 
Environments that are not only dignified, but stimulating, active, changing, 
flexible; surprising and expressive. 
Environments associated with a more “hybrid” and relational architecture, 
natural and artificial, conceptual and information, determined to interact 
with the world by making use of its paradoxical condition, sensitive to the 
milieu and responsive to innovation. 

Open to the resolute (strategic and plastic, operative and expressive) use 
of color, light, sound, movement and the energy of technology (not as a 
cold material but as a sensitive material); with a reactivation of the senses.
– An architecture for the pleasure and the joy of living and relating, of 

qualitatively “projecting” the individual beyond the habitual purist 
cultured minimalism or the profitable commercial archetype; beyond 
mere resistant moralism or pure standard convention.

– That reflects on how we understand architecture and how we 
understand culture and society. 

Something that is important in the present day...
In some countries, this aspiration are beginning to bear some of its best 
fruit. In others, we hope, It may soon begin to. 

1– KOOLHAAS, Rem: Delirious in New York, ed. 010 Publishers, Rotterdam 1996.
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SUMMARY TABLE 

OPEN LOGIC, INFORMATIONAL LOGIC 
SPACE-TIME-INFORMATION 
COMPOSITION > POSITION > DISPOSITION

A–Open logic: notions, conditions, parameters

Associated notions Associated conditions Associated parameters

Synchrony Complexity (Simultaneity) Multi-layering capacity

Process Dynamicity (Evolutivity-Variability) Changing capacity

Variation and variety Diversity (Plurality) Differential capacity

Linking Transversality (Connectivity)  Transferring capacity

Cross-breeding Mixicity (Multiplicity) Combinatorial capacity

Intersection Interactivity (Interchange) Relational capacity

Adaptation Reactivity (Responsivity) Capacity for answer

> Open logic, “disordered” (irregular) order

> Open logic, “informal” (extraverted) form

D– Transfers

MAPPING (ch. 1,2 and 4) 
Reproductive Exploration of the unified body
Productive Exploration of fragmentation 
Co-productive Exploration of the capacity for interconnection

CITY (ch. 3)
Classic An ideal place
Modern “Other” alternative place
Advanced A dynamic and complex “multi-place”

ORDER (ch. 5 and 6)
Classic Space and Time
Modern Space-Time
Advanced Space-Time-Information

FORM (ch. 5 and 6)
Classic Composition
Modern Position
Advanced Disposition

PROJECT: DISPOSITIVE APPROACHES (ch. 7, 8, 9 and 10)
Approaches to the components of the multi-city (n-City)
Growths  Exploration of section
Meshes Exploration of the fabric
Topographies  Exploration of the void

PLACE: IMPLANTS AND IMPLEMENTATIONS (ch. 11 and 12)
Classic  Formal supplements
Modern Functional mechanisms
Advanced  Interactive interfaces Reactive

B– Challenges

1. EXPLORING COMPLEXITY (Simultaneity). Synchronic Capacities (logics)

2. EXPLORING DYNAMICITY (Evolutivity & Variability). Changing Capacities (logics)

3. EXPLORING DIVERSITY (Plurality / Irregularity). Differential Capacities (logics)

4. EXPLORING TRANSVERSALITY (Connectivity). Communicating and Transfer Capacities (logics)

5. EXPLORING MIXICITY (multiplicity). Combinatorial capacities (logics)

6. EXPLORING INTERACTIVITY (Exchange- Interchange). Relational Capacities (logics)

7. EXPLORING REACTIVITY (Responsivity). (Adapted) answering capacities (logics)

And therefore

1. EXPLORING COMPLEXITY (Simultaneity). Synchronic Capacities (logics)

2. EXPLORING DYNAMICITY (Evolutivity & Variability). Changing Capacities (logics)

3. EXPLORING DIVERSITY (Plurality / Irregularity). Differential Capacities (logics)

4. EXPLORING TRANSVERSALITY (Connectivity). Communicating and Transfer Capacities (logics)

5. EXPLORING MIXICITY (multiplicity). Combinatorial capacities (logics)

6. EXPLORING INTERACTIVITY (Exchange- Interchange). Relational Capacities (logics)

7. EXPLORING REACTIVITY (Responsivity). (Adapted) answering capacities (logics)

C– Changes (in):

Perception > Outlook / Survey
Representation > Recording / Mapping
Territorialization > Process / Construction (of environment)
Organization > System / Structure
Instruction > Dispositif / Construction (of space)
Formulation > Order / Form
Conceptualization > Concept / Code 

Intention > Attitude / Methodology
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And therefore
8. EXPLORING FLEXIBILITY (Versatility & Tolerance). Adaptive Capacities (logics)
8. EXPLORING INTEGRATIVITY (integration & Oriented Concertation). Strategic Capacities (logics)
9. EXPLORING A NEW OPERATIVITY Unprejudiced (Disposition) Reactive Capacities (logics)
10. EXPLORING A NEW SENSIBILITY Proactivity (Sustainability) Mediating Capacities (logics)
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FRAMEWORK 2: METAURBAN CHAINS
RECURSIVE SYNTHETIC TAXONOMIES

CONFIGURATIONS AND MOVEMENTS     
Generic abstractions Points (volumes)  
   Surfaces    
   Lines    
 
IRREGULAR (SPATIAL AND URBAN) STRUCTURES   
Physical framework  One  Full / Fullness Spaces   
   Zero  Void / Emptiness Interspaces   
  Pattern  Link / Linkedness Trans-spaces      
    
SPACE-TIME PROCESSES    
Generic movements  Attractions    
   Rejections    
   Fluctuations     

SPATIAL DISTRIBUTIONS     
Keys   Positioning    
   Distancing    
   Displacing (displacements 
   as interstitial itineraries) 
      
SPACE-TIME PROCESSES      
Basic patterns Concentrations (densifying processes) / masses 
  Dilatations (sponging processes) / gaps 
  Interconnections (furrowing processes) / paths  
  (as flow channels)

SPONTANEOUS OCCUPATIONS AND SETTLEMENTS     
Keys Occupations (grouping)       
  Separations (spacing)    
  Articulations (accessing) 

FRAMEWORK 2: METAURBAN CHAINS
RECURSIVE SYNTHETIC TAXONOMIES

METROPOLITAN TRAJECTORIES
Descriptors  Buildings
   Landscapes
   Infrastructures

METAPOLITAN TRAJECTORIES
Keys  Dense spaces / Agglomerations  
   Open spaces / Interstices
   Support spaces / Arteries / 

MULTI-URBAN STRUCTURES
Virtual model (Metapolis) Layers
   Backgrounds /Fading
   Networks

DESCRIPTIVE OPEN DISPOSITIFS
GROWTHS – REGROWTHS 
Local accumulators    Shoots and grafts  

       
MESHES – MESHWORKS
Weaving circuits   Knits and Knots

TOPOGRAPHIES – TOPOMETRIES
Operative landscapes  Ground and Reliefs 

OPEN DISPOSITIFS / STRATEGIES
Keys Movements of Concentration Unfolding Geology
 Connection      Refolding  Geometry
 Compression  Folding          Geography
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FRAMEWORK 1
OPEN LOGIC,  INFORMATIONAL LOGIC 
SCENARIO ORDERS (ORGANIZATIONS) <IN> Factors
 FORMS (FORMULATIONS) <EX> Factors

SCENARIOS ORDERS DISPOSITIONS/DISTRIBUTIONS FORMS FORMULATIONS
Milieu Conditions (M.C.)  <IN> Factors Recurring parameters R.P. Character <EX> Factores

1. HETEROGENEITY INDETERMINATION COMPLEXITY NERVOUS > EXCITED
(synchrony) (imbalance) (simultaneity) (agitated)  (Excitement)

2. DYNAMICITY/DINAMISM  INSTABILITY EVOLUTIVITY RESTLESS > EXPECTANT
(variation) (impermanence / inconstancy) (development and growth) (animated)  (Expectation)

3. DISPERSION  INCOMPLETENESS MUTABILITY DISSIPATED  > EXPANSIVE
(diffusion) (infinitude) (expanding change) (impulsive)  (Expansion)

4. DIVERSITY INDIVIDUALITY (in collectivity) PLURALITY PLURAL > EXTRUSIVE
(cohabitation) (intermission) (combinatoriality) (differential)  (Extrusion)

5. FRACTALITY  INTERMITTENCE DISCONTINUITY-DISJUNCTIVENESS LOOSE > EXCEPTIVE
(diachronic / spacing) (intercadence) (iterations of “empty/full”) (permeable)  (Exception)

6. INTER-ACTION INVOLVEMENT INTERACTIVITY RELATIONAL  > EXPANDED)
(exchange) (implication) (inter-change) (synergic)  (Excepansion)

7. CONNECTIVITY INTERCONNECTION TRANSVERSALITY TRANSFERENT >  EXPEDITIVE
(relation / articulation) (infrastructurality / immanence) (matrix interweaving) (connective)  (Expediency)

8. REACTIVITY INMEDIACY RESPONSIVITY PROCESS-ADAPTED  > EXTENDED
(adaptability,opportunity – rather than – opportunism) (immediacy/independence) (flexible elasticity and/or deformability) (adaptable/adaptative)  (Extension)

9 CROSS-BREEDING IMPURITY MIXICITY /MIXTURE AMBIVALENT  > EXTRINSIC
(coexistence / mixture) (inmension) (Multiplicity and/or hybridism) (impure/tolerant)  (Externality)
 
10 ARTIFICIALITY (not artifice) INDISCIPLINE IRREGULARITY FREE > EX-CENTRIC 
(decoding) (unpredictability) (singularity) (un-subjected/un-embarrassed) (Eccentricity)

   MEDIATING  > EXTERIORIZED
   (empathetic)   Exteriorality)
   DIRECT > EXPLICITED
OPEN / REACTIVE LOGIC 
FRAMEWORK CONDITIONS (F.C.) 
(SIMULTANEITY AND PARADOX)    <IN> FACTORS    R.P. PARAMETERS OF DISTRIBUTION <EX> FACTORS  OF EXPRESSION  
HETERODOX SCENARIOS (“in suspense”) DISORDERED ORDER (IRREGULAR)    FLEXIBLE GEOMETRY (TOPOLOGY) INFORMAL FORM (EXTRAVERTED)       

/EXTRAVERTED
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POSTFACE

This book, Open(ing) is the synthesis of another synthesis 
(Open, Espacio-Tiempo-Información), a summary, again, of the 
PhD dissertation Open-Lógica abierta intended to compile 
insights and research developed during 10 years of editorial 
activity at the head of the magazine Quaderns d’Arquitectura i 
Urbanisme): a period characterized by inquisitiveness, doubts, 
enthusiasm, interests and fascinations in what was intuited at the 
time – the late 1990s – as the beginning of a paradigm shift in 
architectural thought and practice.
That research was never meant to dogmatize movements or 
tendencies (something that is clearly important, however), but 
rather to map a new territory for shared exploration, based on   
the complexity of the emerging scenarios for investigation                 
and exchange.
Obviously, 20 years have gone by between the initial intuitions 
that fueled the first research and the appearance of this book, 
and there have been many transformations and evolutions in the 
development of this new “informational logic” associated with 
new digital technologies (which was a more alternative option 
then and has become widely accepted in the discipline).
Information theory – data and bits, but also demands, stimuli and 
messages – computational development and procedural 
parametrization, advances in networked communication, along 
with digital conception and fabrication are transforming social, 
productive and cultural relationships, along with the associated 
spatial conceptions and approaches, in architecture                    
and urbanism.

When, three decades later, in the throes of the eclectic, 
calligraphic and neo-historicist postmodern euphoria, certain 
pioneering experiments suggested the emergence of a new 
transition period oriented toward a new shared cultural, creative, 
and scientific adventure – these rechearches tended to  
concentrate their attention around the leap of scale of the city, as 
a complex space-time system -its multi-layered readings and its 
progressively dynamic and procedural condition – that research 
tended to focus on a scalar leap for the city and its progressively 
dynamic and procedural condition, centering preferable on the 
exploration of a new type of “order”, “geometry”, “organization” – 
and a “(re)formulative strategy” – tied in with a more irregular, 
more informal and un-subjected, conception and expression of 
architectural design, attuned to – urban and social – scenarios 
that were increasingly “open”.
This epitomic play between architecture and the city – habitual, 
on the other hand, during moments of cultural transformation, 
from Alberti to Le Corbusier, but laid out according to a new set 
of rules – was the focus of the initial approaches: recursive 
trajectories and iconographies, characteristic of a new, more 
complex and “wrinkled” architectural logic – in the words of 
Federico Soriano – which aimed, even then, under an 
“advanced” formulation, to play a similar role in the information 
society as modern architecture played in the industrial society.  
And which ultimately articulates the design experiences from that 
pioneering context that appear in this book.
We should note that is recursive reliance on the urban scale and 
in the “para-urban” configuration is no longer necessary today.
During the defense of dissertation Open-Lógica Abierta, 
Frederico Soriano, who was a member of the committee, 
thoughtfully pointed out how in a few short years, this 
“projection” between new architecture and new city had be 
substituted by a more direct use of information processing, freed 
from any prior “narration” or reminiscence: an exclusively and 
explicitly operative formulation, made from combinations of 
purposefully processed parameters and information.
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It is true that, even today, we are faced with particularly 
conservative, cultural, academic and productive environments 
that associate operativity with predetermined “predictability”, 
where rationalism takes precedence over rationality, pragmatism 
over practicality. Evocativeness over expressivity. 
Real-estate developments, public programs, commercial 
typologies still rely on the apparent guarantee of predictable 
architecture associated with “neo-modern standards” and “neo-
analogical commonplaces”.
For that very reason, the initial ending of this book presented two 
lines of action that can still be seen in many of the experiments 
taking place today.
–A more “genetic-experimental” or “kinetic-productive” line of 
action, interested in the capacity to propose a new dynamic and 
procedural generation of architectural form and formulations, 
based on new technological, scientific, procedural and material 
foundations (parametrization, data reading, algorithmic 
combination, flow analysis, topological expression, numerical 
combination, etc.) translated into the field of the city in a new 
urbaneutics or urbakinetics.
–Another more “tactical-practical” – or more “strategic-operative” 
– line of action, interested in the capacity for manipulating the 
“codes” of the habitual system – its standards – in order to 
disrupt it, taking up its own semantic and productive parameters 
based on more conceptual and purposeful, more plastic and 
semiotic, foundations (compositional games, formal expressivity, 
typological manipulation, expressive-plastic combination, driving 
lines of force, pattern harnessing, formal structuring); a line of 
action that is translated into the field of the city in urban 
prospecting and a new relational understanding of landscape.
Both of these lines of action still coexist today in the ongoing 
construction of this new though. However, it seems clear that, 
soon enough, their fusion and integration into a more spontaneous 
operative logic, uninhibited by any predetermination, should be the 
natural future (the logical evolution) of the technological, cultural 
and formal developments that are currently underway.

The emergence of the digital and informational universe, of the network exchange, 
the multilayer readings, the parametric design and the personal programming and 
differential manufacture (DIY ) and the development of the environmental sensorisation 
and the on-line and real-time applications, are coincident with the match emergence 
of new generations that are more familiarized with these premises and don´t require 
longer transition scenarios to conceive new spatial formulations with all roundness                     
and naturalness. 
Digital Tectonics/Fabrication Ecologies Studio. Stigmergic Fibers, MAA1- 2012/13 by Jin 
Shihui, Jean Akanish, Ali Yerdel and Alexander Dolan.
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The foundation of the IaaC (Institute for Advanced Architecture of 
Catalonia) in 2000 by a group of Barcelona architects with a 
cosmopolitan vocation – and vision – as a large-scale research 
laboratory for architecture and urbanism, largely coincided with 
many of these concerns.
In its 15 years of existence, the IaaC has witnesses the 
emergence, evolution and experimentation of these approaches, 
questions, debates and concerns, similarly to other centers and 
spaces associated with the field of advanced creative and 
scientific investigation (the AA and the Bartlett in London, SCI-
ARC in Los Angeles, Columbia University in New York, Media 
Lab in Boston, the Berlage Institut in Rotterdam, CITA in 
Copenhagen, etc.).
In all of them, the impact of new digital technologies combined 
with a new, more sensitive and interactive intelligence (with the 
milieu, the environment, the city and with citizens) tended to favor 
the emergence of a new kind of multi-relational spatialities, which 
are both more complex and more precise and imaginative at the 
same time.
Their generation is the result of new information processes, but 
also new conceptual procedures in which formal prefiguration is 
replaced by relational,  strategic and intentional configuration 
(criteria as opposed to models).
It is true that this shift has needed – and still needs – the 
investigation of new instruments, as well as new concepts and 
new “mental maps”; of new structures and systems – 
organizational, material and constructive; of new programs, new 
strategies and new processes.
Of new mediations and new metabolisms.
Of new attitudes and new cultural frameworks.
And of new – critical and propositional – stories and narratives.
The emergence of the digital and informational universe, 
networked exchanges, multi-layered readings, parametric 
conception, personal programming, differential fabrication (DIY), 
environmental sensorization, and on-line applications, has 
coincided with the blossoming of new generations of players 
who are more familiar with these principles, and who no longer 

need transition scenarios or referential excuses (spaces and 
times of transfer) in order not only to describe, explain, claim or 
demonstrate a new spatial formulations, but simply to test it and 
design it – materialize it – with utter conviction and naturalness.
We are moving toward all of this at an advanced, if not break-
neck speed.
From dynamics that appeal to a new intelligent (reactive or 
responsive) dimension of the city and its interactive and 
informational approach (handling data that affect urban mobility 
itself, energy efficiency, social economy, active public space, self-
organization and environmental response and self-
sufficiency, etc.).
Toward the generalized interaction between the culture of a new 
digital, informational and differential society and its translation 
into a new type of spaces that are programmed, processed and 
generated in an explicit and decidedly computational manner.

Interference and interaction sequences between evolutionary patterns.
Intensive Agricultural Incubator, Kolkata Slums (IaaC Research-MAA1: Students: Bernardo 
Matalucci / Faculty: Jorge Godoy Roman, Izaskun Chinchilla, Master of Advanced Architecture 
2006-2007, Dir. Vicente Guallart).


